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PREPARED BY:

Taylor Long, Associate Planner

REVIEWED BY:

Mercy Davison, Town Planner

DATE:

August 9, 2018

SUBJECT:

CA-18-08-24: Handrail Installation, 603 N School Street

A. Summary: Installation of a handrail on the front porch steps of 603 N School Street, a
contributing property in the Old North Normal Historic District
B. Recommended Action: Approval as proposed by applicant
C. Background:
1. Property Information:
Applicant(s): William and Ellen Morgan
Owner(s):

William and Ellen Morgan

Location:

603 N School Street

2. Property Description:
603 N School Street was designated a contributing property to the Old North Normal Historic
District by the Town Council in September of 2003 (Ordinance No. 4887). This two-story, Late
Victorian Cross Gable was built around 1900 and features a detached garage.
3. Description of Proposed Alteration:
The applicants are seeking approval to install a steel handrail on the steps leading up to the
home’s main, eastern entrance. The handrail would be painted black with the intent to not
distract from the home’s main façade and to match other handrails approved and installed
elsewhere in the historic district. The applicants are proposing two design options for the
commission to consider – one made very simply with no ornamentation and one featuring
thicker top and bottom posts with ball caps. See the attached application’s sketch and cost
estimates.
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4. Code Requirement for Certificate of Appropriateness: A Certificate of Appropriateness
is required because it involves the alteration of a structure or feature on the property that is
readily visible from a public right-of-way.
SEC. 15.16-5 – Certificate of Appropriateness
A. Certificate of Appropriateness. A Certificate of Appropriateness shall be required before
the following actions affecting the exterior architectural appearance of any landmark or
property within a historic district may be undertaken:
1. Any exterior construction, alteration, or removal requiring a building permit from the
Town.
SEC. 15.16-5 – Standards for Review
F. Standards for Review. In considering an application for a building or demolition permit or
for a Certificate of Appropriateness, the Preservation Commission shall be guided by the
following general standards in addition to any design guidelines in the ordinance
designating the landmark or historic district:
9. Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties shall not be
discouraged when such alterations and additions do not destroy significant historical,
architectural, or cultural material, such design is compatible with the size, scale, color,
material, and character of the property, neighborhood, or environment.
SEC. 15.16-2 – Design Guidelines for New Construction and Staff Analysis
E. Design Guidelines. Design guidelines for applying the criteria for review of Certificates of
Appropriateness shall, at a minimum, consider the following architectural criteria for
existing structures and new construction:
1. Height – The height of any proposed alteration or construction should be
compatible with the style and character of the landmark and with contributing
structures in a historic district.
The result of the proposed handrail’s installation will not alter the height of any affected
feature – steps or wingwalls.
2. Proportions of Windows and Doors – The proportions and relationships between
doors and windows on facades visible from the street should be compatible with the
architectural style and character of the landmark and with contributing structures
within a historic district.
N/A
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3. Relationship of Building Masses and Spaces – The relationship of a structure within
a historic district to the open space between it and adjoining structures should be
compatible.
N/A
4. Roof Shape – The design of the roof should be compatible with the architectural style
and character of the landmark and contributing structures in a historic district.
N/A
5. Scale – The scale of the structure after alteration, construction, or partial demolition
should be compatible with its architectural style and character and with contributing
structures in historic districts.
N/A
6. Directional Expression – Facades in historic districts should blend with other
structures with regard to directional expression. Structures in a historic district
should be compatible with the dominant horizontal or vertical expression of
surrounding structures. The directional expression of a landmark after alteration,
construction, or partial demolition should be compatible with its original
architectural style and character.
N/A
7. Garages and Driveways – Garages should be situated in a manner compatible with
garages located on contributing properties within a district. If attached, the garage
should be set back to the rear face of the home.
N/A
8. Architectural Details – Architectural details including materials, colors (paint or
stain color on any surface that has not been previously painted or stained shall
comply with design guidelines), and textures should be treated so as to make a
landmark compatible with its original architectural style and character and to
preserve and enhance the architectural style or character of a landmark or historic
district.
No architectural details will be adversely altered by the applicant’s proposed
handrail. The color and simple designs of the handrail will not distract or seriously
obscure the wooden door, stucco walls, or brick wingwalls that make up this
home’s attractive entrance. What’s more, this rail will blend with many other
handrails installed in Old North Normal and make for a safer means of entrance
and exit for the homeowners and their visitors.
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PREPARED BY:

Taylor Long, Associate Planner

REVIEWED BY:

Mercy Davison, Town Planner

DATE:

August 9, 2018

SUBJECT:

CA-18-08-25: Addition Alteration, 614 N School Street

A. Summary: Partial removal of a second-story, southern addition to the home at 614 N
School Street, a contributing property in the Old North Normal Historic District.
B. Recommended Action: Approval as proposed by applicant
C. Background:
1. Property Information:
Applicant(s): David Geshiwlm
Owner(s):

David Geshiwlm

Location:

614 N School Street

2. Property Description:
614 N School Street was designated a
contributing property to the Old North
Normal Historic District by the Town
Council in September of 2003
(Ordinance No. 4887). This twostory, Italianate home is one of the
oldest residences in the Town and
operated as a single-family home,
boarding house, and student apartment from the late 1800s till 2016 when the Town purchased
the property. The residence was then sold to David Gesiwlm (703 N School Street) on the
auspices that the home be converted back to a single-family residence. Mr. Geshiwlm has been
working to restore this home for two years now and has had several Certificates of
Appropriateness applications reviewed and approved for exterior restoration work. This home
has been added onto, divided, and significantly altered over the decades.
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3. Description of Proposed Alteration:
The applicant is seeking approval to partially remove a second-story “bump out” or addition
located above the southern, enclosed side porch of the home (see below and in the attached
materials). The addition, according to Mr. Geshiwlm, was likely made in the 1930s and just
barely visible from N School Street. Mr. Geshiwlm is working to restore the home to its Late
Victorian, 1870s appearance and, therefore, would like to remove this old, yet not original
addition. Such an alteration would take a hardly visible addition and make it completely
invisible from the street.
Mr. Geshiwlm proposes to cut the addition back some 4 to 5 feet to align it with the home’s
original, 1870s wall, but leave the addition’s roof pitch/angle unchanged. At this time, it is not
clear whether any of the current windows would be retained. Mr. Geshiwlm would then patch
and re-roof the section of the side porch left exposed and re-side the effected walls to match the
existing, aluminum siding. None of this work will be visible from the street, however.
The applicant will be present to answer questions.

Looking north

Interior: Looking east
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4. Code Requirement for Certificate of Appropriateness: A Certificate of Appropriateness
is required because it involves the alteration of a structure or feature on the property that is
readily visible from a public right-of-way.
SEC. 15.16-5 – Certificate of Appropriateness
A. Certificate of Appropriateness. A Certificate of Appropriateness shall be required before
the following actions affecting the exterior architectural appearance of any landmark or
property within a historic district may be undertaken:
1. Any exterior construction, alteration, or removal requiring a building permit from the
Town.
SEC. 15.16-5 – Standards for Review
F. Standards for Review. In considering an application for a building or demolition permit or
for a Certificate of Appropriateness, the Preservation Commission shall be guided by the
following general standards in addition to any design guidelines in the ordinance
designating the landmark or historic district:
4. Changes that may have taken place in the course of time are evidence of the history and
development of a building, structure, or site and its environment. These changes may have
acquired significance of their own right, and this significance shall be recognized and
respected.
9. Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties shall not be
discouraged when such alterations and additions do not destroy significant historical,
architectural, or cultural material, such design is compatible with the size, scale, color,
material, and character of the property, neighborhood, or environment.
SEC. 15.16-2 – Design Guidelines for New Construction and Staff Analysis
E. Design Guidelines. Design guidelines for applying the criteria for review of Certificates of
Appropriateness shall, at a minimum, consider the following architectural criteria for
existing structures and new construction:
1. Height – The height of any proposed alteration or construction should be
compatible with the style and character of the landmark and with contributing
structures in a historic district.
The proposed alteration would not alter the height of the addition in question. The
footprint or size of the addition, however, would be changed.
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2. Proportions of Windows and Doors – The proportions and relationships between
doors and windows on facades visible from the street should be compatible with the
architectural style and character of the landmark and with contributing structures
within a historic district.
N/A
3. Relationship of Building Masses and Spaces – The relationship of a structure within
a historic district to the open space between it and adjoining structures should be
compatible.
N/A
4. Roof Shape – The design of the roof should be compatible with the architectural style
and character of the landmark and contributing structures in a historic district.
The roof shape of the addition and side porch, though hardly visible from the street,
would not be changed by this work. The cutting back of this second-story bump out
would reduce the size of the addition’s roof and expose the original, 1870s side porch
roof once again.
5. Scale – The scale of the structure after alteration, construction, or partial demolition
should be compatible with its architectural style and character and with contributing
structures in historic districts.
The scale of this structure would not be drastically altered by the addition’s partial
removal. This work would contribute toward the restoration of the home to its
original shape and footprint.
6. Directional Expression – Facades in historic districts should blend with other
structures with regard to directional expression. Structures in a historic district
should be compatible with the dominant horizontal or vertical expression of
surrounding structures. The directional expression of a landmark after alteration,
construction, or partial demolition should be compatible with its original
architectural style and character.
N/A
7. Garages and Driveways – Garages should be situated in a manner compatible with
garages located on contributing properties within a district. If attached, the garage
should be set back to the rear face of the home.
N/A
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8. Architectural Details – Architectural details including materials, colors (paint or
stain color on any surface that has not been previously painted or stained shall
comply with design guidelines), and textures should be treated so as to make a
landmark compatible with its original architectural style and character and to
preserve and enhance the architectural style or character of a landmark or historic
district.
With the understanding that additions and alterations made to a home gain their
own architectural and historical significance over time, Town staff does not feel
that this addition’s partial removal will have an adverse or readily noticeable
impact on the integrity or architectural style of the home. The Commission and
Town staff are aware and supportive of the applicant’s plans to, piece by piece,
restore this home to its original appearance. The proposed alteration is a small, but
important part of that effort.
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614 N School Street – Southern, Second-Story Addition Photos

614 N School Street – Southern, Second-Story Addition Photos

Looking east

Looking west

614 N School Street – Southern, Second-Story Addition Photos

Looking west

Looking north

614 N School Street – Southern, Second-Story Addition Photos

Looking south

Looking south
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PREPARED BY:

Taylor Long, Associate Planner

REVIEWED BY:

Mercy Davison, Town Planner

DATE:

August 9, 2018

SUBJECT:

CA-18-08-26: Porch Decking Replacement, 507 Normal Avenue
CA-18-08-27: Porch Railing Installation, 507 Normal Avenue

A. Summary: Replacement of porch decking and steps and the addition of porch railings at
507 Normal Avenue, a contributing property in the Old North Normal Historic District.
B. Recommended Action: Approval as proposed by applicant
C. Background:
1. Property Information:
Applicant(s): Jeffrey Augsburger
Owner(s):

Jeffrey Augsburger

Location:

507 Normal Ave

2. Property Description:
507 Normal Ave was designated a
contributing property to the Old North
Normal Historic District by the Town
Council in September of 2003 (Ordinance No. 4887). This 1 ½-story, Craftsman cottage was
built in 1910 and features wood siding, stone porch columns, and an attached garage built in
1985.
3. Description of Proposed Alteration:
The applicant is seeking approval to reconstruct the home’s wooden porch floor and steps with
replacement tongue-and-groove decking and wood steps. Substantial portions of the porch deck
and steps have begun to rot away. In addition to replacing the porch deck and steps, the
applicant would like to install architecturally appropriate handrails and porch railing. The
applicant is requesting the commission’s input in selecting a design most compatible with the
home. Town staff surveyed a number of historic neighborhoods in the community and found
several similar homes with period-appropriate or original railings to help guide discussions.
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4. Code Requirement for Certificate of Appropriateness: A Certificate of Appropriateness
is required because it involves the alteration of a structure or feature on the property that is
readily visible from a public right-of-way.
SEC. 15.16-5 – Certificate of Appropriateness
A. Certificate of Appropriateness. A Certificate of Appropriateness shall be required before
the following actions affecting the exterior architectural appearance of any landmark or
property within a historic district may be undertaken:
1. Any exterior construction, alteration, or removal requiring a building permit from the
Town.
SEC. 15.16-5 – Standards for Review
F. Standards for Review. In considering an application for a building or demolition permit or
for a Certificate of Appropriateness, the Preservation Commission shall be guided by the
following general standards in addition to any design guidelines in the ordinance
designating the landmark or historic district:
6. Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced, wherever
possible. In the event replacement is necessary, the new material should match the
material being replaced in composition design, color (paint or stain, on any surface that
has not been previously painted or stained shall comply with Standards of Review),
texture, and other visual qualities. Repair or replacement of missing architectural features
should be based on accurate duplication of features, substantiated by historic, physical, or
pictorial evidence, rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of different
architectural elements from other buildings or structures.
SEC. 15.16-2 – Design Guidelines for New Construction and Staff Analysis
E. Design Guidelines. Design guidelines for applying the criteria for review of Certificates of
Appropriateness shall, at a minimum, consider the following architectural criteria for
existing structures and new construction:
1. Height – The height of any proposed alteration or construction should be
compatible with the style and character of the landmark and with contributing
structures in a historic district.
The height of the porch deck and steps may only be slightly altered to accommodate
building code standards. The height of the proposed porch railing should be
compatible with the style of the home (and similar ones in this and other historic
neighborhoods) if its top rail were to come in line with the “cap stone” part – or the
area before the columns taper upward – of each column on the porch. The height of
the proposed handrails would also be most attractive and compatible if they were to
come in line with the “cap stones,” but that may not be allowable by code.
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2. Proportions of Windows and Doors – The proportions and relationships between
doors and windows on facades visible from the street should be compatible with the
architectural style and character of the landmark and with contributing structures
within a historic district.
N/A
3. Relationship of Building Masses and Spaces – The relationship of a structure within
a historic district to the open space between it and adjoining structures should be
compatible.
N/A
4. Roof Shape – The design of the roof should be compatible with the architectural style
and character of the landmark and contributing structures in a historic district.
N/A
5. Scale – The scale of the structure after alteration, construction, or partial demolition
should be compatible with its architectural style and character and with contributing
structures in historic districts.
In staff’s opinion, the scale of the home and its principle façade will not be adversely
altered by the addition of the proposed railings. Homes of this style, as corroborated
by area research, often feature original and reconstructed railings like the ones
proposed.
6. Directional Expression – Facades in historic districts should blend with other
structures with regard to directional expression. Structures in a historic district
should be compatible with the dominant horizontal or vertical expression of
surrounding structures. The directional expression of a landmark after alteration,
construction, or partial demolition should be compatible with its original
architectural style and character.
N/A
7. Garages and Driveways – Garages should be situated in a manner compatible with
garages located on contributing properties within a district. If attached, the garage
should be set back to the rear face of the home.
N/A
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8. Architectural Details – Architectural details including materials, colors (paint or
stain color on any surface that has not been previously painted or stained shall
comply with design guidelines), and textures should be treated so as to make a
landmark compatible with its original architectural style and character and to
preserve and enhance the architectural style or character of a landmark or historic
district.
No architectural details of the home will be adversely altered by the applicant’s
proposed work, but the porch will appear somewhat more enclosed from the street.
The applicant’s proposed railings would be made of an appropriate material and,
with Commission and staff input, would be designed simply and in line with the
home’s style. The proposed handrails would also be an attractive improvement
over the current, metal pipe railing.
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PREPARED BY:

Taylor Long, Associate Planner

REVIEWED BY:

Mercy Davison, Town Planner

DATE:

August 9, 2018

SUBJECT:

CA-18-08-28: Garage Re-siding, 2 Broadway Place
CA-18-08-29: Garage Fascia Replacement, 2 Broadway Place
CA-18-08-30: Garage Re-roof, 2 Broadway Place

A. Summary: Proposed alterations to the non-historic, 1985 breezeway and garage at 2
Broadway Place, a contributing property in the Cedar Crest Historic District (local and
National Register)
B. Recommended Action: Approval as proposed by applicant
C. Background:
1. Property Information:
Applicant(s): Amy and Scott Christensen
Owner(s):

Amy and Scott Christensen

Location:

2 Broadway Place
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2. Property Description:
2 Broadway Place was built in 1929 and designated a contributing property to the Cedar Crest
Historic District by the Town Council in June of 1993 (Ordinance No. 4145). This two-story,
Colonial Revival home was built in 1929 and features an attached garage on its east side. The
garage was added on in 1985 and adjoined to the home via an enclosed breezeway. The
garage’s southern, principle face is clad in brick that matches the home quite well, while the
remaining sides of the garage and the breezeway are clad in wood carsiding. See the photos
below and in the attached application materials for more detail.
3. Description of Proposed Alteration:
The applicants are seeking approval to make a number of alterations to their home’s attached,
non-historic breezeway and garage. The garage and breezeway’s current wood carsiding has
been repaired, cleaned, and painted over time, but has now deteriorated beyond the point of
piecemeal repairs. The applicants request permission to replace the 1980’s carsiding with cedar
lap siding. However, the applicants would also like the commission to consider the use of
Monogram vinyl siding by CertainTeed (see the attached application). Regardless of the
material approved and used, the applicants would have the siding colored/painted a shade of
brown to better match the brick of the home and south face of the garage. As part of this residing work, the applicants would like to remove and side over a west-facing access door on the
rear of the non-historic garage. The door is not frequently used by the homeowners and, thus,
serves no real purpose. The northern windows on the garage and the northern window and
southern screen door on the breezeway would stay in place.
Aside from re-siding the home, the Christensen’s would like to replace or cover the garage and
breezeway’s deteriorated wood fascia boards with aluminum fascia. The gutters for the home
and garage addition are all aluminum.
Lastly, the applicants are seeking approval to re-roof their mostly flat garage roof with either a
gray or white metal roof or replacement rolled roofing material. The applicants are entitled to
re-roof using new, replacement rolled roofing as a like-for-like project but would like the
commission to consider the use of a metal roof. Portions of the garage roof are visible from
Highland Avenue on the north of the property.
4. Code Requirement for Certificate of Appropriateness: A Certificate of Appropriateness
is required because it involves the alteration of a structure or feature on the property that is
readily visible from a public right-of-way.
SEC. 15.16-5 – Certificate of Appropriateness
A. Certificate of Appropriateness. A Certificate of Appropriateness shall be required before
the following actions affecting the exterior architectural appearance of any landmark or
property within a historic district may be undertaken:
1. Any exterior construction, alteration, or removal requiring a building permit from the
Town.
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SEC. 15.16-5 – Standards for Review
F. Standards for Review. In considering an application for a building or demolition permit or
for a Certificate of Appropriateness, the Preservation Commission shall be guided by the
following general standards in addition to any design guidelines in the ordinance
designating the landmark or historic district:
9. Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties shall not be
discouraged when such alterations and additions do not destroy significant historical,
architectural, or cultural material, such design is compatible with the size, scale, color,
material, and character of the property, neighborhood, or environment.
SEC. 15.16-2 – Design Guidelines for New Construction and Staff Analysis
E. Design Guidelines. Design guidelines for applying the criteria for review of Certificates of
Appropriateness shall, at a minimum, consider the following architectural criteria for
existing structures and new construction:
1. Height – The height of any proposed alteration or construction should be
compatible with the style and character of the landmark and with contributing
structures in a historic district.
The result of the applicant’s proposed work will not alter the height of any effected
feature – the breezeway or the garage. If metal roofing for the garage were to be
approved by the commission, there’s a chance that surface might be raised minimally
higher than it is currently.
2. Proportions of Windows and Doors – The proportions and relationships between
doors and windows on facades visible from the street should be compatible with the
architectural style and character of the landmark and with contributing structures
within a historic district.
N/A
3. Relationship of Building Masses and Spaces – The relationship of a structure within
a historic district to the open space between it and adjoining structures should be
compatible.
N/A
4. Roof Shape – The design of the roof should be compatible with the architectural style
and character of the landmark and contributing structures in a historic district.
The shape of the garage’s roof would not change from its current, flat design should
either proposed roofing a material be approved and installed.
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5. Scale – The scale of the structure after alteration, construction, or partial demolition
should be compatible with its architectural style and character and with contributing
structures in historic districts.
In staff’s opinion, the scale of this non-historic garage will not be changed by any of
the proposed alterations. What’s more, the proposed work will not alter or otherwise
conflict with the scale of the historic home it’s attached to.
6. Directional Expression – Facades in historic districts should blend with other
structures with regard to directional expression. Structures in a historic district
should be compatible with the dominant horizontal or vertical expression of
surrounding structures. The directional expression of a landmark after alteration,
construction, or partial demolition should be compatible with its original
architectural style and character.
N/A
7. Garages and Driveways – Garages should be situated in a manner compatible with
garages located on contributing properties within a district. If attached, the garage
should be set back to the rear face of the home.
The location and dimensions of the garage and driveway will not be altered by the
proposed work.
8. Architectural Details – Architectural details including materials, colors (paint or
stain color on any surface that has not been previously painted or stained shall
comply with design guidelines), and textures should be treated so as to make a
landmark compatible with its original architectural style and character and to
preserve and enhance the architectural style or character of a landmark or historic
district.
No significant or historic architectural details will be altered on the garage or home
as a part of the proposed work. The garage and breezeway were adjoined to the
home in 1985 and were sided, except for the principle, southern façade, with a
material not compatible with the main, Colonial Revival residence. The proposed
alterations will replace non-historic and deteriorated fascia, siding, and roofing
materials with attractive, more durable substitutes. Moreover, the changes in
siding material and fascia will go a long way toward better blending this property’s
modern addition to its historic, main structure.
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Front, south face of breezeway

Front, south face of garage

Rear, north side of breezeway& western garage access door

Front, south face of home on Broadway Place

Eastand
andnorth
northsides
sidesofofgarage
garage
East

Northside
sideofofgarage
garage
North
Section of damaged siding

North side of the home on Highland Avenue
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